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EV10 3/4" DOBLE SPEED CONTROL VALVE, DESCRIPTION 
AND ADJUSTMENT

HYDRAULIC SKETCH

ELECTRIC INPUT SEQUENCE

Control elements Adjustments UP Adjustments DOWN
B Solenoid UP HIGHT SPEED
D Solenoid DOWN TRAVEL
C Solenoid DOWN HIGHT SPEED
H Manual lovering
F Main filter
S Relief valve
KS Slack rope valve
BV Shut off valve
HP Hand pump

1 By pass
2 Up acceleration
3 Up deceleration
4 Up levelling speed

6 Down acceleration
7 Down hight speed 
8 Down deceleration and stop
9 Down levelling speed
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EV 10 3/4" DOBLE SPEED CONTROL VALVE ADJUSTMENT

SALITA

Up Bypass, screw nr. 1: When the pump is started and solenoid B energised, the unloaded car should re-
main stationary at the floor for  a period of 1 to 2 seconds before starting upwards. The length of this delay
is determined by the setting of screw nr. 1. 'In' (clockwise) shortens the delay, 'out' (c-clockwise) lengthens
the delay.

Up accelerationa, screw nr. 2: With the pump running and solenoid B energised as in 1, the car will ac-
celerate according to the setting of screw nr. 2. 'In' (clockwise) provides a softer acceleration, 'out' (c-
clockwise) a quicker acceleration

Up deceleration, screw nr. 3: When solenoid B is de-energised, the car will decelerate according to the
setting of screw nr. 3. 'In' (clockwise) provides a softer deceleration, 'out' (c-clockwise) a quicker deceler-
ation.
Up levelling speed, screw nr. 4: With solenoid B de-energised as in 3, the car will proceed at its levelling
speed according to the setting of scfrew nr. 4. 'In' (clockwise) provides a slower, 'out' (c-clockwise) a faster
up levelling.

Relief valve, screw S: 'In' (clockwise) produces a higher, 'out' (c-clockwise) a lower maximum pressure
setting. After turning 'out', open manual lowering H for an instant.
Important: When testing relief valve, do not close ball valve sharply.
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ADJUSTMENT DOWN

Down acceleration, screw 6: When solenoids C and D are energised, the car will accelerate downwards
according to the setting of screw nr. 6. 'In' (clockwise) provides a softer down acceleration, 'out' (c-clock-
wise) a quicker acceleration.

Down speed, vite 7: With solenoids C and D energised as in 6 above, the full down speed of the car is
according to the setting of screw nr. 7. 'In' (clockwise) provides a slower down speed, 'out' (c-clockwise)
a faster down speed.

Down deceleration, screw nr. 8: When solenoid C is de-energised whilst solenoid D remains energised,
the car will decelerate according to the setting of screw 8. 'In' (clockwise) provides a softer deceleration,
'out' (c-clockwise) a quicker deceleration. Attention: do not close all the way in! Closing screw nr. 8
completely (clockwise) may cause the car to fall on the buffers!

Down levelling speed, screw nr. 9: With solenoid C de-energised and solenoid D energised as in 8 above,
the car will proceed at its down levelling speed according to the setting of screw nr. 9. 'In' (clockwise) pro-
vides a slower, 'out' (c-clockwise) a faster down levelling speed.con la bobina C non alimentata e la bobina
D alimentata (come al punto 8), l'ascensore prosegue la propria marcia a velocità rallentata in conformità
con la regolazione della vite 9 . Ruotando la vite in senso orario, il rallentamento è più sensibile; ruotandola
in senso antiorario, il rallentamento risulta meno accentuato . 

Down stop, screw nr. 8: When solenoid D is de-energised with solenoid C remaining de-energised, the
car will stop according to the setting of screw nr. 8 and no further adjustment will be required.

KS Slack rope pressure, screw K: Solenoids C and D must be de-energised! The KS is adjusted with a
3 mm Allan Key by turning the screw K 'in' for higher pressure and 'out' for lower pressure. With K turned
all the way 'in', then half a turn back out, the unloaded car should descend when Manual Lowering H is
opened. Should the car not descend, K must be backed off until the car just begins to descend, then backed
off a further half turn to ensure that with cold oil, the car can be lowered as required.
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